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what! 

Everyone present was stunned, and then burst into laughter. 

This is his hospital? 

Are you kidding me? 

They didn’t expect that Lin Fan would be so shameless that he claimed that 

this Ivan Central Hospital belonged to him? 

Is this treating them as idiots? 

At this time, Yanzishan had already laughed so hard that he could not 

stand upright, and said sarcastically: 

“You mean, you are the owner of the Ivan Central Hospital? Hahaha, I am 

laughing to death, just rely on you as rubbish?” 

This guy, with his whole body combined, is afraid that he is not more than a 

thousand yuan, he still dares to impersonate the mysterious and powerful 

Lin Dong? 

What a joke! 

 

 

And Johnny on the side, and the doctors and nurses in the hospital, also 

looked at Lin Fan with an idiot look! 

This guy dared to impersonate Lin Dong? 

Don’t take a pee and take pictures of your own virtues! 

Lin Dong, to their Ivan Chinese and Western Hospital, is a legendary 

existence, supreme, and powerful! 



Because, long ago, there was news that Dong Lin of their Yifan Chinese 

and Western Hospital was actually the genius doctor Lin who frustrated the 

western medicine industry and revitalized Chinese medicine! 

therefore! 

The doctors and nurses of the entire Yifan Chinese and Western Hospital 

all have a sense of superiority in their bones that they despise other 

hospitals! 

Because their boss, but the most prestigious genius doctor in China today! 

At the moment, the doctors and nurses, as well as the patients in the 

hospital, were all showing contempt, staring at Lin Fan coldly. 

 

 

“Just this poor ghost, dare to impersonate Lin Dong?” 

“This little girl hasn’t paid a cent for medical expenses since I moved in. 

This poor ghost can’t even pay for his sister’s medical expenses. How 

could it be Lin Dong?” 

“What nonsense with him, dare to pretend to be Lin Dong. , Immediately 

drive out of the Yifan Chinese and Western Hospital!” The sentiment is 

infuriated, and everyone’s faces are full of hatred! 

Now! 

Yanzishan’s face also showed a strong vicious color, and shouted: 

“Security! These three poor ghosts stole at the Yifan Chinese and Western 

Hospital, and dared to impersonate Lin Dong!” 

“Break their legs, will They were driven out of the hospital!” 

Suddenly! 

Da da da! 



 

 

At this moment, a panic and rush of footsteps came quickly from the other 

side of the corridor. 

Then, under everyone’s horrified gaze, he saw Mike walking along with all 

the senior staff of the Ivan Chinese and Western Hospital, striding forward. 

There was a deep fear and anxiety on their faces. 

As if the catastrophe is imminent! 

How is this going? 

Everyone was shocked. It was the first time they saw that Mike, who was 

the dean, was so scared that he was constantly wiping the cold sweat on 

his forehead. 

And seeing Mike coming, Yanzishan suddenly beamed with joy. 

I subconsciously thought that the thing about Xun’er’s stealing had reached 

Mike’s ears, so that Mike personally brought people to Xingshi to question 

him! 

Johnny was also overjoyed, and he said to Mike quickly inviting credit: 

 

 

“Teacher, these two people came to our hospital to steal things and 

pretended to be Dong Lin. The students are planning to drive them out!” 

Just! 

Mike didn’t even look at him, and led all the high-level officials to Lin Fan. 

Wow! 



Immediately afterwards, under the horrified gaze of everyone, all the staff 

led by Mike suddenly bowed towards Lin Fan. 

Then they shouted in unison: 

“Mr. Lin, we are late!” 


